EVOLUTION

Half the Weight, Twice The Performance
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U.S. Products takes wand design to the next level with the Evolution. This rotationally
molded carpet wand is light, durable, and outperforms traditional stainless steel wands.
Through scientific testing, the Evolution was designed to smooth airflow and boost
water recovery performance. U.S. Products tested the Evolution against many
other carpet wands available on the market and found it left 1/2 of the residual
moisture per square yard as the best performing carpet wand in the test group.
A rotationally molded head and aircraft aluminum tube make the Evolution nearly
half the weight as most wands available. Other key features include a Delrin®
Acetal glide with a glide holder that is rotationally molded to the head for an airtight
fit. Most aftermarket teflon glides used on traditional wands are designed to fit
a wide variety of wands and often don't fit well and need to be siliconed to the
wand. The Delrin glide is specially fit to the glide holder on the Evolution giving
it an airtight seal and making it easily replaceable.
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By having our extractors re-tested at Professional Testing Laboratory using
the Evolution, all of our extractors that were previously Bronze certified,
moved up to GOLD certified, making U.S. Products the first and only
manufacturer to achieve this top certification for portable carpet extractors
by CRI's Seal of Approval program. U.S. Products now has 12 portable
extractors that are GOLD certified for superior cleaning. For more on
this amazing wand, see the Evolution on the web at
www.usproducts.com/evolution.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
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Weight
Head
Glide Receiver
Glide
Vacuum Tube
Jets
Solution Line

Patents Pending

6.5 lbs
Rotationally molded LLDPE
6061 T6 aircraft aluminum
Delrin® acetal - removable/replaceable
Powder coated 6061 T6 aircraft
aluminum
(2) 110 degree #1 tips, .026
(.8 gpm at 500 PSI)
3000 PSI high pressure hose with
stainless steel end fittings
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